
Riviera International Academy 

    Revision Assignment-2078 

Day 3 (Jestha17, 2078, Monday) 

Class: Seven    

Subject – HPE 

a) Draw a human body cell diagram and level it. 

b) Draw the structure of ear and level it’s part. 

 

Subject - Social Studies 

(AN – 3) Study the following text and answer the following questions: 

Origin, Development, and Necessity of Society 

A community is a group of people living or working together in the same area. People in 

communities might go to the same schools, shop in the same stores and do the same 

things. They also help each other and solve problems together. If it's a bigger community, 

the people in it might not always go to the same places, but they might like or believe in 

the same things. 

What kind of communities are you in? Let us start with your family. They are a type of 

community because they usually live together and do a lot of the same things. Then there 

are your friends. They share your ideas and probably go to the same school. Your 

neighborhood is a community. Your town or city is a community in your state. Your state 

is a community that is part of the United States. What is the biggest community? 

Probably the universe. We are all part of it. 

In a way, bees and ants are a community. They live and work together and solve 

problems by working together. Many animals live in their own kinds of communities. 

Society is the term to describe human beings together (collective, the sum of their social 

networks and social interactions). The term comes from the Latin idea of societas, or the 

connection between friends or allies (friend or ally being socius). It can also mean a 

specific group of people who interact, as well as a wider society of which they are 

members. People form societies in order to gain greater benefits as a group than would be 

possible separately. Many animals beside humans also do this, such as wolves 

or eusocial insects. Sociology is the name for the study of society. 

A society is often considered in terms of citizenship, rights, and ethics. The strength and 

unity of any society's members' willingness to help each other is to be measured can be 

called social capital. 

Questions: 

1. What is society? Why do you think living in society is important? Explain. 

2. Write down any four points regarding the differences between the lives of ancient 

people and us (modern people). 

3. A video link is mentioned here with the title ‘Origins of the First Civilization’ (Link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1al55ojvTk) which is a wonderful description about 
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how civilization started. Watch it and write down the review on what you learned by 

watching the video. (Note: You can note down the terms if you don’t understand about 

which we can discuss in our next class.) Enjoy! 

4. What is social harmony? Do you think it is maintained in our society? Explain in both 

‘yes’ or ‘no’ cases. If no, how do you think it can be maintained? 

 

Subject- Mathematics 

1. Simplify  

a) 124 – [24 +3{36÷4 x 3 + (4 x 3 -7 +1)}] 

b)  14 – [5 x 2 + {48 ÷ 2 (3 x 4 – 28 ÷ 2)}] 

2. Solve:  

     a) 12x + 3 = x +9 

     b) 6a +3 = 13a +9 

 

Subject- Science 

Answer these questions:  

a) What are elements? 

b) Write the atomic number of following elements with symbol. 

        Hydrogen , carbon , sodium , potassium , calcium , flourine 
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      The End. 

 

 


